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AN ACT to provide for the preparation of a list of the names or roster of the officers and men who participated in the battle of the revolution fought at Point Pleasant, October ten, one thousand seven hundred and seventy-four, between colonial troops and Indians, as nearly complete as possible, for preservation by inscription thereof on bronze tablets to be affixed to the Point Pleasant battle monument, at Point Pleasant, West Virginia, or to a base of said monument, if and when constructed.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

Section 1. That a list of the names, or roster, of the offi-
ciers and men who participated in the battle of the revolution
fought at Point Pleasant, between colonial troops and Indians,
on the tenth day of October, one thousand seven hundred and
seventy-four, as nearly complete as is now possible, be pre-
pared, or caused to be prepared, by the Point Pleasant battle
monument commission, as a patriotic service and without ex-
pense to the state, for the purpose of inscribing the said names
on bronze plates or tablets to be attached to the Point Pleas-
ant battle monument at Point Pleasant, West Virginia, in
alphabetical order, for preservation of the said names and
commemoration of the heroism of the said officers and men,
or to be attached for the purpose aforesaid, to a base of the
said monument, if and when the same shall be constructed;
which list, when so prepared, shall be deemed and held to
be an official list of the said officers and men.
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